We present the results of molecular dynamics simulations of Langmuir monolayers of a semifluorinated hydrocarbon molecule F͑CF 2 ͒ 12 ͑CH 2 ͒ 18 H. Our simulations show that highly ordered structures can be formed at low temperature after quenching from a random structure at high temperature. The structural formation process of the monolayer is characterized by a decrease in the gauche defects of the hydrocarbon block and an increase in the global bond-orientational order throughout the chain molecules. The behavior of the order parameter exhibits a sudden change, signaling a structural phase transition. Structural formation of the semifluorinated monolayer is found to depend on temperature, suggesting that the time scale for the ordering process is determined by the rate of conformational change. It is also found that the monolayer structure consists of clusters of different chain orientations relative to the interface for the head-group-free F͑CF 2 ͒ 12 ͑CH 2 ͒ 18 H molecule, with a slightly larger fraction for a hydrocarbon-down, fluorocarbon-up configuration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Langmuir monolayers of insoluble amphiphiles have been extensively studied both experimentally and theoretically. [1] [2] [3] Recent advances in experimental techniques have led to a revolution in our understanding of the structure of monolayers of simple amphiphiles. It is now well known that a monolayer of an unbranched long alkyl chains with alcohol or carboxylic acid head groups can support several different phases and mesophases, each stable in a particular range of surface pressure, surface density, and temperature. It has been suggested that the complex phase diagram exhibited by Langmuir monolayers of long alkyl chains is partly due to the flexibility of the hydrocarbon chain. [4] [5] [6] The effect of molecular flexibility on the formation of ordered structure in the similar systems of self-assembled monolayers has also been discussed in a recent work. 7 In most experimental and theoretical studies of the effect of molecular architecture on the phase behavior of Langmuir monolayers, the chain stiffness is introduced by replacing the hydrocarbon chain of an amphiphile with the much stiffer fluorocarbon chain. [4] [5] [6] 8 It has been found that monolayers of fluorinated amphiphiles have much simpler phase diagrams than those of alkyl chain amphiphiles. It has also been demonstrated that a stable water-supported monolayer can be formed with long-chain fluorocarbon molecules that do not have a strongly polar head group. 9, 10 The properties of semifluorinated hydrocarbon monolayers have been studied more recently. 6, 11 With the presence of both fluorocarbon and hydrocarbon parts in the same molecule, monolayers of semifluorinated hydrocarbon molecules provide unique opportunities for studying the close interplay between molecular conformation and packing structures.
Structural properties of such monolayers are determined by competition between fluorocarbon-fluorocarbon and hydrocarbon-hydrocarbon interactions. The differences in the close-packed distances and the chain flexibility for the two parts can lead to a wide spectrum of molecular packing structures with various degrees of ordering. Another interesting question arises for the structural characteristics of a monolayer of semifluorinated hydrocarbons without a polar head group: Which part of the molecule will be in contact with the water interface? Huang et al. 11 reported the results of x-ray diffraction/reflectivity studies of water-supported monolayers of the semifluorinated hydrocarbons F͑CF 2 ͒ 8 ͑CH 2 ͒ 12 H, F͑CF 2 ͒ 10 ͑CH 2 ͒ 11 H, and F͑CF 2 ͒ 12 ͑CH 2 ͒ 18 H. It was found that monolayers of these molecules are metastable to stable, and that the stability improves as the length of the fluorinated block increases. Grazing-incidence x-ray diffraction measurements showed that the F͑CF 2 ͒ 12 ͑CH 2 ͒ 18 H monolayer formed ordered structures. An analysis of the x-ray reflectivity data suggested a hydrocarbon-down, fluorocarbon-up orientation for the F͑CF 2 ͒ 12 ͑CH 2 ͒ 18 H molecule.
We report in this paper the results of molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations on the monolayers of F͑CF 2 ͒ 12 ͑CH 2 ͒ 18 H molecules. The main focus of the present simulations is to examine detailed processes of the structural formation of the semifluorinated monolayers at the molecular level. Recently, MD simulations have been used to identify dynamical structural formation processes occurring in various systems of chain molecules. Some of the examples include ordering of a single polymer chain, 12 polymer crystallization, [13] [14] [15] and the mobility of self-assembled membranes. 16 It is expected that the results of the present study will provide useful insights into understanding the structures of monolayers consisting of diverse molecular characteristics.
The paper is organized as follows. Our simulation model and method are presented in Sec. II. Section III gives detailed descriptions of the results obtained by MD simulations. The main findings and discussions are summarized in Sec. IV.
II. MODEL AND SIMULATION
The theoretical model adopted in the present calculations is the same as that used in previous works. 6, [17] [18] [19] Specifically, we have used a pseudoatom representation of the semifluorinated hydrocarbon molecule, in which the CF 3 , CF 2 , CH 2 , and CH 3 groups are treated as spherical united atoms with appropriate masses. The model preserves the major features of the molecular geometry, e.g., the zig-zag structure of the carbon chain backbone and the energy difference between trans and gauche isomeric conformations. Obviously, a pseudoatom model does not reproduce the full asymmetry of the potential field due to the presence of explicit atoms connected to the carbon atoms. [20] [21] [22] Such effects will be important at higher surface densities and/or lower temperatures. The helical superstructure, characteristic of the lowest energy conformations of fully fluorinated alkanes, is also not represented by the present model. Since the main concern in this study is to examine the dynamical formation process of ordered monolayer structures over a very long time scale, a pseudoatom model is considered reasonable and necessary for our purposes.
The bonds between adjacent pseudoatoms along the chain are assumed to be 0.153 nm long, and the angle between adjacent bonds is taken to be 111°. The bonds in the chain are assumed to be fixed in length; the fixed bond lengths then constrain the molecular dynamics. The bondbending potential is taken to have the form of a harmonic potential u()ϭ (1/2) The interactions between the pseudoatoms on different molecules, and the nonbonded interactions between pseudoatoms separated by more than three bonds along the same semifluorinated hydrocarbon chain, are described by 12-6 Lennard-Jones potentials u(r)ϭ4⑀͓(/r) 12 Ϫ(/r) 6 ͔. As in other simulations of monolayer properties, we neglect the molecular structure of the substrate, treating it as a continuous medium truncated at a planar surface with zero width. Then the van der Waals interactions between a pseudoatom and the substrate is represented by a 9-3 potential u(z) ϭ2.598⑀Ј͓(Ј/z) 9 Ϫ(Ј/z) 3 ͔. All the parameters of the interaction potentials appropriate for the semifluorinated hydrocarbons are summarized in Table I . 6 All of the simulations for which results are reported used 100 molecule samples. The equations of motion for the system, with rigid-body constraints for the bond lengths, were integrated using a velocity version of the Verlet algorithm ͑RATTLE͒. 24 The temperature of the system was controlled by use of a weak coupling to an external bath, using the method of Berendsen et al. 25 For the simulations of close-packed structures, constant surface pressure of the system is also controlled by the same method. The simulations were carried out with periodic boundary conditions in the x and y directions ͑parallel to the plane of the interface͒ on an air/water interface. The typical initial configuration of the model system was chosen to be that with the molecules in the all trans state, with the main molecular axes normal to the surface and with one end of the chain at a vertex of a square lattice imagined to span the surface. The initial velocities of the pseudoatoms were sampled from a Maxwell-Boltzmann dis- tribution and subjected to the constraints imposed by the fixed bond lengths. In general, the time step used in integrating the equations of motion was 5 fs.
Starting from the structure with all the molecules normal to the surface, a first series of simulations was carried out at fixed temperatures. The second series of simulations was performed by a simulated-annealing-type method. First, we start from the initial configuration described above. By simulating the initial configuration at the elevated temperature ͑700 K͒ for about 400 ps until the collective sum of the head-to-tail vector is approximately zero, we obtain a randomly distributed configuration of molecules for the monolayer. The system is quenched to low temperatures and further MD simulations for a very long time ͑ϳ10 ns͒ are performed on the quenched structures.
We have analyzed the results of our molecular dynamics simulations to obtain various properties characterizing the structures and ordering processes for the monolayers. The collective tilt angle for the monolayer is calculated from the mean of the angles between the principal axis of the molecule and the axis normal to the surface. We obtained the collective tilt angles for the fluorocarbon block and the hydrocarbon block separately. In order to examine the change in conformational order, we have analyzed gauche concentrations for different parts of the chain molecule as a function of time. We find it convenient to classify a molecule as having a local gauche configuration when the absolute value of the corresponding dihedral angle is greater than 1.3 rad. We have calculated the average height of the system, which reflects the ordering process in the monolayer.
As an additional signature for the growth process of the structural ordering in monolayers, we calculated the global bond-orientational order parameter S defined by 12, 13 Sϭ 1
where N and n are, respectively, the number of chain molecules and the number 
III. RESULTS

A. Close-packed structures
As preliminary calculations, we have performed molecular dynamics simulations for the close-packed structures ͑T 11 In the case of a F͑CF 2 ͒ 12 ͑CH 2 ͒ 18 H monolayer, both orientations of molecular configurations result in very similar structures ͑except the fact that one structure is upside-down compared to the other: See Fig. 1͒ . The energies of the system obtained from the simulations indicated that the monolayers with different chain orientations have comparable thermodynamic stability for the close-packed structures. The fluorinated part of the chain is well ordered and appears to be normal to the surface. The hydrogenated part contains most of the conformational disorder and assumes tilted configurations from the normal to the surface. The close-packed structures do not seem to discriminate among stable molecular configurations as to which part of the semifluorinated hydrocarbon is in contact with the water interface. The above results are consistent with the notion that stable structures of Langmuir monolayers are determined mainly by the intermolecular interactions within monolayers. tained from the four different simulations are shown in Fig.  2 . At 275 K, the monolayers show disorder with heterogeneous distributions of molecular configurations. The ordering of the fluorinated part of the chain molecules supports the locally ordered structures. The clustering of molecules is a signature of island formation, as has been found in previous studies. 6, 19 At 400 K, we obtained more uniform structures, although the hydrogenated part showed greater disorder, as indicated by the larger fraction of gauche defects.
B. Metastable structures
The results of the simulations showed that the collective tilt angle of the fluorinated parts was somewhat smaller than that of the hydrogenated parts. Overall, the magnitudes of the tilt angles are rather large. The structures of Langmuir monolayers, especially the tilting of molecules, are sensitive functions of physical parameters such as surface area and temperature. The large tilt angle may be related to the constant surface area of the system used in the simulations, which is larger than the close-packed area for both the fluorocarbon ͑р30 Å 2 /molecule͒ and the hydrocarbon ͑р20 Å 2 /molecule͒ monolayers. In previous simulations on similar systems, 18, 26, 27 relatively large collective tilt angles were observed when the system was constrained to a fixed area larger than the close-packed area.
It is found that the configuration with hydrocarbon-up orientation has a bigger average height than the other, with the relative difference in the average heights between the two orientations being larger at lower temperature ͑run I͒. The behavior of the global bond-orientational order parameter is consistent with the fact that lower temperature structures ͑run I͒ and the fluorinated parts of the chain molecules exhibit higher order. It is also found that the configurations with hydrocarbon-up orientation show slightly larger values of the order parameters.
C. Dynamical formation of ordered monolayers
In order to study the structural formation processes of the monolayers of semifluorinated hydrocarbon F͑CF 2 ͒ 12 ͑CH 2 ͒ 18 H, we have carried out simulated-annealingtype simulations. Starting from the initial configuration with fluorocarbon-up orientation and all the molecules normal to the surface, the system is simulated at an elevated temperature ͑700 K͒ for about 400 ps. As a result of such a melting procedure, we obtained a random structure with no preferred direction, where the collective sum of the head-to-tail vector is almost zero. The system is then quenched to low temperatures ͑350, 375, 400, 425, and 450 K͒ and further simulations are performed for ϳ10 ns. The statistics of such simulations are summarized in Table III . Figure 3 shows the final configurations of the F͑CF 2 ͒ 12 ͑CH 2 ͒ 18 H monolayer after 10 ns simulations starting from a random structure for five different temperatures. First, it is noted that the monolayer develops a well-ordered structure for Tϭ400 K. A preliminary study on the formation of a highly ordered structure from the initially random structure in Langmuir monolayers of semifluorinated hydrocarbons has been reported previously. 28 At two other temperatures ͑375 and 425 K͒, somewhat less ordered structures resulted from the simulations. At 350 K only locally ordered structures were obtained. Higher temperature structures at 450 K exhibited much disorder, suggesting amorphous states. As for the metastable structures described in Sec. III B the collective tilt angles are found to be rather large in all the simulations. The collective tilt angle decreases as a function of time, most notably for run III-3 ͑400 K͒ and run III-4 ͑425 K͒. The structure from run III-1 ͑350 K͒ contains some of the molecules lying down parallel to the surface, while that from run III-5 ͑450 K͒ shows a very broad tilt angle distribution.
In order to examine the change in conformational order, we have analyzed gauche concentrations for different parts of the chain molecule as a function of time. Figure 4 displays the time evolution of gauche defects as a function of position along the semifluorinated hydrocarbon, obtained from the simulations for the three temperatures ͑350, 400, and 450 K͒. As expected, the gauche defects are mainly localized on the hydrocarbon block. In run III-1 and run III-3, the concentration of gauche configuration decreases as a function of time, particularly in the middle parts of the chain molecules. The removal of conformational disorder is more pronounced for 400 K simulations. These results demonstrate that structural formation of ordered monolayers involves a decrease in the conformational disorder of the hydrocarbon parts of the chain molecules. There is no distinct sign of reduction in the concentration of gauche defects as a function of time for higher temperature simulations ͑run III-5͒. This shows that the conformational disorder persists at temperatures above the melting point. The time dependence of the average height of the monolayer can reflect an ordering process ͑Fig. 5͒. For the initial random structure, the average height is very small ͑Ͻ1.0 nm͒, indicating that most of the chain molecules are disordered and lying close to the surface. The height steadily increases while the chains arrange themselves for better packing. The results of run III-3 ͑400 K͒ clearly show that the average height reaches a maximum plateau value ͑ϳ2.4 nm͒ after about 6 ns.
As an additional signature for the growth process of the structural ordering in monolayers, we calculated the global bond-orientational order parameter S ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒. Figure 6 shows the time dependence of S for the present simulations. At an early stage of the simulations, the order parameter has values near zero, indicating random structures. The order parameter starts to increase as the ordering of chain molecules progresses. The fluorocarbon block has a larger value of S, confirming that fluorinated parts are more ordered than hydrogenated parts. The behavior of S for the simulations at 375 and 400 K ͑run III-2,3͒ clearly demonstrates the structural ordering in the monolayers. Especially, the results of run III-3 show a rapid increase of S around 4 ns, signaling a kind of transition leading to a highly ordered structure. A similar ordering transition in the structural formation processes has been suggested in the simulation studies of short chain ͑20 carbon͒ n-alkane systems. 13 At 425 K, the global bond-orientational order parameter was found to start increasing at the end of 10 ns simulations. We extended the simulations to 20 ns and found that similar ordering process as in 400 K simulations is occurring in this case ͑Fig. 7͒. In order to examine the structural changes accompanying ordering transition, we compared molecular configurations at different times. Just before the ordering transition, even though the conformational disorder has been reduced up to that time, the orientations of the molecules are randomly distributed. The structure during the transition process and that for the ordered configurations suggest that the ordering process involves a rapid growth of orientationally ordered regions.
Finally, we note that the structures of F͑CF 2 ͒ 12 ͑CH 2 ͒ 18 H monolayers obtained from our simulations exhibit mixed configurations of the chain orientations relative to the interface. Without a polar head group, either end of the semifluorinated hydrocarbon molecule can be in contact with the surface. Previous x-ray studies proposed a hydrocarbondown, fluorocarbon-up orientation for the same monlayers.
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The present simulations for five different temperatures reveal that the fraction of the fluorocarbon-up orientation is somewhat higher ͑55%-70%͒. Figure 8 shows the distribution of chain orientations for the final configuration at 400 K. It is also found that molecules with the same orientations more or less cluster together.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented results of molecular dynamics simulations for monolayers of semifluorinated hydrocarbon F͑CF 2 ͒ 12 ͑CH 2 ͒ 18 H on an air/water interface. We have concentrated on the elucidation of dynamical formation processes of the ordered structures for such a Langmuir monolayer. Our simulations have demonstrated that highly ordered monolayer structures can be formed starting from a disordered ͑random͒ initial configuration. The sequence of configurations obtained from the simulations for the quenched structure at 400 and 425 K provides a detailed picture of the ordering process. 28 In the early stages, the fluorocarbon and hydrocarbon parts of the monolayer start to bunch together separately. This local ordering process should start with the fluorocarbon block, since it is much easier for the stiffer fluorocarbon without conformational disorder to form molecular aggregates due to intermolecular attractions. The formation of globally ordered structure proceeds by removing the conformational disorder, mostly from the hydrogenated parts of the monolayer. The chain molecules then arrange themselves to form orientationally ordered packing structures.
The structural formation of the semifluorinated monolayer was found to depend on temperature. As described above, a highly ordered structure is formed at 400 and 425 K. At lower temperatures ͑350 and 375 K͒, only partially ordered structures were formed within the simulation length ͑10 ns͒ in this study. At higher temperature ͑450 K͒, the system does not seem to develop a globally ordered structure. It may be difficult to estimate the exact melting point for the semifluorinated monolayers studied in the present simulations, considering the uncertainties in the interaction parameters. Based on the information obtained from bulk semifluorinated alkane systems, 29 the melting point would be about ϳ400 K. The temperature dependence observed in this study reflects the difference in time scale for the structural ordering process. As mentioned before, structural ordering should proceed by removing conformational disorder in the chain molecules. Conformational change ͑gauche to trans transition͒ occurs much faster at higher temperatures, leading to a reduced time scale for the structural ordering. Therefore the temperature at which the formation of ordered structure can be observed most efficiently from the MD simulations would be the one close to the melting point. It is also noted that the time scale of the ordering process for the current system is much longer than that reported for short n-alkane chains. 13 The results of the simulations indicate that the formation of ordered structures in the semifluorinated monolayers can be characterized by the following changes: ͑1͒ a decrease in the gauche defects, especially in the hydrocarbon block; ͑2͒ an increase in the global bond-orientational order throughout the chain molecules. The behavior of the order parameter suggests a sudden change in the structural ordering process. This sudden change is interpreted as representing a structural phase transition between a mesomorphous state, where the system exhibits a locally ordered structure with random orientations, to a crystalline-like state with global bondorientational order.
The ordered structures of F͑CF 2 ͒ 12 ͑CH 2 ͒ 18 H monolayers obtained from our simulations exhibit mixed configurations of the chain orientations relative to the interface. It is found that the chain molecules are packed in a hexagonal lattice and the molecules with the same orientation more or less cluster together. The previous x-ray reflectivity experiments reported that the sample height showed inhomogeneities across the monolayer. 11 It can be argued that monolayers of the semifluorinated hydrocarbon consist of domain structures where larger domains with the molecules of fluorocarbon-up orientation are separated by smaller domains with the reverse orientation. It is expected that the packing in a semifluorinated monolayer will be influenced by competition between the ordering of fluorocarbon blocks and that of hydrocarbon blocks. Because of the size difference, in a single molecular layer of semifluorinated hydrocarbon, there could be longrange order resulting from fluorocarbon chain packing, but not from hydrocarbon chain packing. This difference leads to a kink in the molecules at the CF 2 -CH 2 link resulting in different tilting of the hydrocarbon block and the fluorocarbon block, when assuming a uniform orientational distribution ͑Fig. 1͒. In bulk semifluorinated hydrocarbon crystals, such packing problems can be solved by bending of the lamella and the forming of cylindrical structures. 29 In the monolayers on the surface, a similar solution to the packing problem can be achieved by adopting domain structures with different chain orientations. It is not certain whether this argument is consistent with the presence of surface inhomogeneity as observed by x-ray reflectivity experiments. 11 From the simulation standpoint, more extensive simulations using a much larger system size will be needed to confirm the existence of domain structures.
The key to understanding the structural behavior of the Langmuir monolayers of various molecular structures may be to realize that the formation of the ordered structure is a dynamical process. As the molecular structure comprising the monolayer becomes more complex, it is more likely that the initially formed structure contains many unfavorable conformations of the molecules and some structural defects. In order to form a highly ordered structure, the system needs to get rid of the unfavorable conformations and structural defects. The flexibility of the molecule may play an important role in such process by allowing the system to search for more stable configurations. Similar arguments can be applied to self-assembled monolayers ͑SAMs͒ on metal surfaces. 7 The spontaneous formation of a well-ordered close-packed structures by long-chain hydrocarbons both in Langmuir monolayers and SAMs is consistent with the above discussion. In semifluorinated monolayers, while the overall stability of the system is governed by the strong intermolecular interaction between fluorocarbon blocks, the structural formation process itself is facilitated by the presence of flexible hydrocarbon blocks. By the same argument, ordering of monolayers composed of head-group-free chain molecules can proceed faster compared with the case where the chain molecules are anchored on the surface by either the hydrophilic head-group or the sulfur-metal bond as in SAM.
